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A consultant’s consultant, Charles (Charley) Ellis has been a reliable source of counsel for 

investors for over five decades. Author of 17 books (and counting!) his seminal book, Winning the 

Loser’s Game, now in its 6th edition, provides a powerful testament to his enduring wisdom. A 

graduate of Yale College, Charley earned his M.B.A. at Harvard Business School and a Ph.D. at 

New York University. His professional career began at the Rockefeller Foundation, a post he 

landed due to a chance meeting, but where he discovered investment management was indeed his 

true calling. He founded investment-advisory firm Greenwich Associates in 1972 and has served 

as a consultant to large institutional investors, government organizations and wealthy families 

ever since. An active board member, Dr. Ellis is the chairman of the Whitehead Institute for 

Biomedical Research, and he is a former trustee of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, where 

he chaired the Finance Committee. He has also served as a trustee at Yale University (chairing the 

endowment’s investment committee for nine years), as a trustee at Phillips Exeter Academy, as an 

overseer of the Stern School of Business at New York University, and served on the visiting 

committee of the Harvard Business School. He is one of only 13 individuals to receive the Award 

for Professional Excellence, CFA Institute’s highest honor for lifetime contributions to the 

investment profession.  
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Executive Summary 
 

Charles D. Ellis, founder of Greenwich Associates and author of Winning the Loser’s Game and other 

books on investing, recently sat down with Antti Ilmanen and Rodney N. Sullivan of AQR to discuss 

contemporary challenges in pension investing. This is the second in a series of “Words From the Wise” 

interviews to be published on AQR.com. Following is an executive summary of the full interview with Dr. 

Ellis. 

Active investment management (and investing, generally) is characterized as a “loser’s game” in 

which mistakes and unforced errors cause one to fall behind. As Dr. Ellis makes clear in the 

interview, it’s a game that can be won — measured as persistence in outperformance — but 

wherein success is increasingly difficult. The winning approach is simple to understand and 

explain, though certainly not easy to implement. Winning the active management game, he said, 

requires some indispensable features, importantly high moral character, good governance, and 

expert knowledge and execution. 

The conversation then turns to Yale as a case study in successful investing. Yale, while 

maintaining an aggressive strategic asset allocation, stresses defense in its thinking and approach. 

We then turn toward gaining a better understanding of the challenges facing defined-benefit and 

defined-contribution pension plans and the opportunities to increase the strength and reliability 

of these two pillars for savings and retirement, especially given the challenging environment 

currently facing investors, globally. We conclude with a discussion about how Charley initially 

came join the investment management profession, as well as an exploration of individuals and 

organizations that he believes stand out as exemplars of thought leadership and investment 

practice. 

  

https://www.aqr.com/library/aqr-publications/words-from-the-wise-charles-ellis
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“[The Loser’s Game] 
idea has become 
even more relevant 

over time even 
though the world has 
changed a lot since 
that article came out 
almost 40 years ago.” 

Confronting Investing Challenges1 
 

WINNING THE LOSER’S GAME 

 

Antti Ilmanen: You have a long and deep career in the investment profession. We are interested 

in learning from your perspectives and insights. Let’s begin with your famous paper, “The Loser’s 

Game”
2
 which broadly coincided with the start of Greenwich Associates. Can you tell us about 

that? 

Charles Ellis: The concept really comes out of the game of tennis. The really, really good tennis 

players like Federer or the Williams sisters play on the same court, use the same equipment, and 

wear the same type of clothing — although their clothing is more fancy — as other people who play 

tennis. But it’s a completely different game. The pro’s game is a very precise, hard-hit ball, perfect 

sequence of shots to put the other person at a very slight disadvantage, and then drive the ball 

right past that opponent. It’s beautiful and exhilarating to watch. They play to win. 

For us amateurs, the way to play to win is quite different. Our best way is simple: Just hit the ball 

back to your opponent three times on every point and you will see the other guy finding a way to 

lose (by unsuccessfully trying to hit winners like the pros). So, when I play tennis, the trick is to 

just keep the ball in play. Let the other guy hit it out or into the net. The nomenclature is kind of 

fun, too: It’s called a loser’s game because the loser is in control of the outcome. 

Rodney Sullivan: Does that idea relate to other areas? 

Ellis: Yes. It applies to a lot of things. My father taught us as 

children when we were learning how to drive: don’t forget about the 

other guy. If you pay attention, you’ll see him making a mistake and 

you can step away from it. Slow down or speed up. Get out of that 

zone where he is a danger. I always like to point out that Abraham 

Lincoln described the purpose of an election campaign is to give the 

voting public good reasons to vote against your opponent. If you 

watch politics, that still works. 

There are loser’s games all over the place. You’ll find them once you 

get the concept. 

Sullivan: How does the loser’s game idea relate to investing? 

Ellis: The idea has become even more relevant over time, the world has changed a lot since that 

article came out almost 40 years ago. It’s getting tougher and tougher to do better than the market 

because the market is increasingly dominated by people who are brilliant, very hard-working, have 

fabulous — but equally fabulous — information, and have been working at investing for quite a 

long time. The guys who weren’t very good are nowhere to be seen these days because they’ve not 

survived. 

                                                             
1
 We thank David Kabiller and Daniel Villalon for useful comments and suggestions and Jennifer Buck, Nora Maloney, and Mark Stein for their excellent 

copyediting and production support. 
2 Ellis (1975) 
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When that article first came out, maybe 20% of the trading was by institutional investors. Now, it 

is maybe 97% institutional and half of all the institutional trading is by the 50 largest transactors. 

Who are they? Well, a bunch of them are hedge funds. And they’re all really smart and deadly 

serious about trying to find opportunities and to exploit them quickly. 

Sullivan: You address this challenge very nicely in your recent Financial Analysts Journal (FAJ) 

article, “The Rise and Fall of Performance Investing.”
3
 Is it still possible to capture alpha in your 

view — that is, to win at the loser’s game? 

Ellis: Sure. There are two ways of answering the question. One is absolutely, yes, it’s still possible 

for a small percentage of active investors to show superior results. It’s not always by a very large 

magnitude and has variation from year to year, but, undeniably, some succeed. But most of those 

who succeed do not succeed year after year. 

Then there’s another question. Can anyone figure out who that’s going to be in advance? That’s 

the really, really hard question. Many investors have chosen to believe that, “Oh, yeah, 30% or 

40% of managers will have alpha.” But, that’s not true. When you take those who have done 

better, really better over time, and try to find ways to identify them 10 years in advance, that’s so 

hard we might say it’s impossible. 

Sullivan: Can you identify characteristics of persistently outperforming managers in advance? 

Ellis: Well, I will differ from most people in this. For most people, the overwhelming number-one 

characteristic is brilliance. And I’m certainly not opposed to brilliance. I’m very much in favor of 

brilliance. But the characteristic that I would put highest is character. I believe that really good 

character is your only— as a client— defense against being disappointed. 

I think of it as similar to becoming a father-in-law. Think of the man your daughter will someday 

introduce you to by saying, “Oh, Dad. I want you meet George. He’s just wonderful. And he’s 

coming over tomorrow.” If you think about this, what is it about George that you care about? It’s 

one thing. You don’t care whether he’s a really good dancer. You don’t care whether he’s got 

beautiful blue eyes. You don’t care whether he sings softly at night. You don’t care whether he’s a 

good storyteller. Yes, you do care that he’s able to earn a reasonable living, but that’s not terribly 

important to you. You really care about one thing. Will he be a good, loyal, caring, kind, supportive 

friend to my daughter 10 years from now, 20 years from now, 30 years from now, 40 years from 

now? And for that question, there’s only one metric that counts: character. 

Sullivan: So, successful investing is mostly about character? 

Ellis: Yes — for clients selecting managers. If you go into active investing, you’re going into a 

dangerous line of work. It’s very difficult to do. And arrogance is one of the problems that most 

successful firms have because brilliant people can’t help but notice that they’re brilliant. “I’ve done 

it! Nobody else could have done what I did.” And they start to take it personally. And brilliant 

people working together, if they get tarnished with arrogance, find it’s difficult to work together 

really well. They say they’re working together and they say nice things to each other, but they 

don’t give their best ideas to each other at the early stages. Also, they don’t give the same kind of 

supportive critique and evaluation. 

                                                             
3 Ellis (2014) 
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“…the characteristic 
that I would put 
highest is character” 

Really good character — for the organization and for the individuals — sets a foundation upon 

which brilliance can and will be shared. People of great character do not make the same kinds of 

mistakes that people without good character make. They don’t cheat. They don’t fib or lie to 

themselves. They don’t say, “I’ll get by. Nobody will notice.” That “nobody will notice” kind of 

stuff is really dangerous. 

And when you look back and say, “Well what happened to that firm or that firm? They once were 

so good and then, somehow, they changed and they weren’t so good.” What was it? It was the 

humanity part, the character part of the firm that actually led them to tear themselves down a 

little or even tearing themselves apart. Sometimes, though usually not, the firm breaks up very 

publicly. 

Sullivan: Let’s say you’re putting together a due diligence questionnaire and you’re trying to 

ascertain character. How do you come away with a comfort about a firm’s or someone’s character? 

Is it about governance? 

Ellis: Well, there’s no easy answer to that question. However, one must recognize that it is really 

important. So, for example, at Yale we do due diligence on each individual person in an 

investment management organization. We wouldn’t be at all surprised to do 30, 40, 50 interviews 

with people who have very good reason to know that firm. If you really want to dig, you can dig. 

And if you ask tough questions — but in a very serious way and people are familiar with the idea 

that you always ask tough questions, but that you’re really trying to understand what’s going on — 

you build a reputation or “brand franchise” that can help a lot. 

Most organizations don’t even start to ask questions about what I 

think is most important. They mostly ask questions about 

operations, skills, and records or about gaining business. These are 

good, serious questions about an organization, but they’re all 

questions about the management process, not about character. 

You mentioned governance. To me, governance is that marvelous 

field that’s really important and almost nobody is paying much attention to it. So, if you do pay 

some attention to it, you’re going to be ahead of the curve. Yes, sure, you’re going to get an 

articulate, well-rehearsed set of answers for all the questions asked about operations and 

implementation process. Everybody knows how to do that, but not everybody can give you an 

“enhanced” view on governance because most people haven’t even begun to think about how to 

articulate how they do governance. As a client, I think it’s the most important thing. That good 

governance makes such an enormous difference is, for many, a surprise. 

Really good governance is hugely advantageous to any organization and even more advantageous 

to any organization filled with brilliant people who are doing work that’s very difficult, like 

investment management. At the top end, to be really good at investment management, you have 

to have brilliant people. They have to be doing something well that nobody else knows how to do. 

They have to be doing something that’s open to constant refreshment. It’s difficult work. 

Sullivan: It sounds central to what you look for in a manager. 

Ellis: If you really like governance, you probably have pretty good character. If you don’t want 

strong governance, you probably have something you don’t want examined. 
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In investing, there is a governance role for the investment committee of a client organization, and 

a management role for the investment managers — either on staff or outside. 

If you don’t have good governance as the client, you’re never going to have a great relationship 

with an investment manager because you won’t be reaching in the right directions or high enough. 

You won’t stimulate and motivate the managers. 

Ilmanen: Part of that good governance is to have a split between that of the board and its 

governance role — not micromanaging — and allowing the asset management staff do their work. 

Do you feel that way? 

Ellis: Oh, yes I do, very much. I urge any investment committee I sit on to concentrate on 

providing good governance and not getting involved in management. As trustees, we don’t know 

enough about the specifics to make any operational decisions because management in investment 

management is an all day, every day responsibility. It can’t be done with three to five meetings per 

year lasting two to three hours at a time. That may be plenty of time for policy thinking and for 

evaluating the strength of an organization, but nowhere near enough time to do management. So, 

it is important to recognize that and stay out of the kitchen. 

 

ENDOWMENTS AND FOUNDATIONS 

 

Sullivan: How has Yale arrived at what might reasonably be considered a heavy allocation to 

alternatives? 

Ellis: Well, as in so many cases, what looks like an organization decision is actually centered 

around one person and it’s almost wholly dependent upon that one person. At Yale, it’s the David 

Swensen story. 

Everybody who knows David knows that he is a delightful person, really smart, and a very nice 

guy. But that really underestimates what he’s really all about. David was Jim Tobin’s favorite 

Ph.D. student. David and Jim had a great personal as well as academic relationship. For example, 

when it snowed, David would show up at Tobin’s house to shovel the snow. 

When David got his Ph.D. he said to Jim, “So, what courses am I going to teach?” And Jim looked 

right at him and said, “None.” And David said, “What do you mean?” Jim Tobin replied, “David, 

you know all the theory of economics. You’re as good as I’ve ever seen anywhere. But, you’ve got to 

get down to Wall Street and find out what markets are really like. There are two firms that you 

ought to work with. One is Lehman Brothers and one is Salomon Brothers. And I’ve arranged that 

you could meet with both.” That’s how David Swenson came to meet Marty Leibowitz.
4
  

While at Salomon, David created the first interest rate swap between IBM and the World Bank. It 

was a floater for a fixed-rate swap, nobody had ever heard of such a thing. That’s a metric of what 

David’s got in the way of horsepower. 

Secondly, he really is a marvelous human being. It’s so easy to like and to admire him, and wish 

you could have more time with him. 

                                                             
4 Leibowitz with Ilmanen and Sullivan (2015) 
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“If Yale were much 
smaller in assets, it 
would have to be 

managed differently.  
 

“Also, if Yale were two 
or three times as large, 

they also couldn’t do 
what they’re now 

doing.” 

Third is he has a very clear sense of true north. His family comes out of the academic community 

in Wisconsin. His mother, after she retired from her normal career, became a Lutheran minister. 

His brother is one of the senior physicians at the Mayo Clinic. These are people who have some 

deeply-rooted philosophical values. 

Bill Brainard, who was then provost at Yale and a member of the Economics Department, called 

David and asked him to return to Yale; once again to David’s surprise, not to teach, but to manage 

the endowment. 

At that time, it was a $1 billion endowment, very conventionally and not very successfully 

managed. David started by moving to index funds as a perfectly sensible first approximation and 

then he worked and developed a competitive advantage of insight and understanding into specific 

managers. He started thinking about the structure of the overall portfolio and said, “You know, 

Yale has been around for almost 300 years. It’s probably going to be around for another 300 years. 

I’ve got to learn how to think really long term about investing.” 

Jim Tobin worked out a spending rule for Yale’s endowment that floats through time in such a 

way as to provide inter-generational equity between older and younger groups and smooth 

spending. Over time, the level of spending was raised because the results were large enough to 

back it. 

What David did for the next 29 years was to build a global network of investment management 

professionals. Everyone knows he’s smart and decisive. If you bring 

him a really good trade idea, he can make a decision in one minute 

on the telephone. If Yale is considering a new manager, he will be 

unbelievably intensive in his evaluation of that manager, either 

himself or members of his team. 

He also has a great way in developing the people on his team. He 

teaches an undergraduate course in which the best students work 

for the endowment over the summer. The best of those get a chance 

to join full time for two or three years. They all take every job he 

offers them because they know it’s the best opportunity they’re ever 

going to have to learn. So he’s got the best of the best in terms of 

talent and horsepower. And he’s chosen people who are enjoyable to 

be with and enjoy being part of the team. 

He has built a “scuttlebutt” network that is unique, one that anyone would love to be a part of. I’d 

give anything if I could be helpful to David Swensen. If the President of the United States called 

and said, “I’d like to get your advice on something” where you could help, you wouldn’t say, “Well, 

I’m going to be busy that day.” No. You’d say, “Yes sir. I’d be thrilled to come.” Same sort of thing 

with David. That’s another reason Yale is so good. 

Now, there’s one other thing. If Yale were much smaller in assets, it would have to be managed 

differently. If it was $5 billion maybe you could do what he does, but not at $1 billion. 

Also, if Yale were two or three times as large, they also couldn’t do what they’re now doing. Too 

big. Furthermore, if Yale changed quickly that would be a real problem because everything Yale 

does requires a gradual approach. It is all done in a way that is right for Yale. It is not quite the 
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“The structure of the 
portfolio is defensive. 
The spending rule is 
defensive. The 
selection of 
investment managers 
is unbelievably 
defensive.” 

right way to manage money for Harvard, Princeton, MIT, Duke or Stanford and so on. It is 

specifically the right way to manage for Yale, given Yale’s character. 

Ilmanen: Why the distinction versus other endowments? 

Ellis: Well, Yale, for example, is centralized financially; there’s a 

single endowment. Harvard has a separate endowment for Arts and 

Sciences, the Divinity School, Law School, Business School and so 

on. Each segment relies on the endowment differently, the 

percentage coming out of the endowment for Arts and Sciences is 

very high; close to 50%. They have to think about volatility very 

differently than, for an example, the School of Education, which 

gets almost nothing from its little endowment so a lot of volatility 

doesn’t make any real difference. 

Ilmanen: Can you discuss Yale endowment’s phenomenal record? 

Ellis: When one looks at the investment record you say, “Look at the record. It’s terrific.” I say wait 

a minute, you’re looking at the rate of return part of the record and I agree with you fully. It’s 

terrific. However, the magic of the Yale investing is that it has always been defensive. 

Ilmanen: What do you mean by defensive?  

Ellis: The structure of the portfolio is defensive. The spending rule is defensive. The selection of 

investment managers is unbelievably defensive. Yes, you want brilliant people. You want people 

who are doing exciting work and they’re highly motivated; and of course, you need character, 

character, character. 

Yale’s investment team digs into the backgrounds and the character of individuals more than 

anybody I’ve ever seen before and digs into the process by which they manage. “What’s your 

compensation process and how could that go wrong?” “What’s your process of making decisions, 

and has that changed?” “Two years ago you didn’t do it quite that way. What was the reason you 

made that change?” 

If you look at Yale’s performance record, they’ve been moderately better than their peers. Roughly 

half of that is by having better results per investment manager, and roughly half of it is by having 

a better asset mix that, in the long run, worked out well. 

One last thing: When you look at the list of investment managers for Yale, you’ll recognize maybe 

a third of them, and none of them will you know really well. Why is that? Yale is out on the frontier 

all the time looking for those people who are really unusual. Does that mean a lot of manager 

turnover? No. The average manager tenure, most of whom started their first day in business with 

Yale, is around 17 years. 

Ilmanen: So, we should try to make manager assessments with much more information than 

simply performance. 

Ellis: Absolutely! And focus on the non-negative. Really strong defense makes the offense easy. 

Most of the trouble in investment management is not because you came just a little short of 

having superb investment results. It’s because you made a mistake. Knowing how to be selective, 

you avoid the mistakes. 
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“Unfortunately, many 
people don’t realize 
how much talent, 
self-discipline, 
background 
information and 
networking goes into 
doing what Yale 
does.“ 

Ilmanen: The financial crisis of 2008 was certainly a challenging environment, what did Yale 

learn from that experience? 

Ellis: I don’t remember the exact year, maybe 2005 or 2006, David Swenson and I were having 

lunch. I said, “David, this is going to surprise you but I’m concerned that you may be too careful, 

too defensive, too protective. I just wonder; should you be a little bit 

more assertive and take a little more risk?” He said, “Honestly, I 

don’t know. But I do know one thing. Just about the time you think 

there’s never going to be a horrific negative surprise, one comes 

barreling along. I may be too careful. I may be too protective. I may 

be too defensive. Though knowing history, I think it’s probably a 

pretty good idea.” 

So when the horrible experience came slamming through, it wasn’t 

that he was really prepared for that specific one, but he was well-

prepared for real difficulties. It helped a lot because he said, “Here it 

comes. Let’s see what we can do with it.” They were very active at 

making the changes that they thought were requisite or needed and 

really active at being firm with the things that they believed in. 

Then when people or newspaper articles would say, “Ah, you see the Swensen Yale model doesn’t 

work anymore,” David would have said, “I never felt better about our model because I know what’s 

going on. It’s just going to be a matter of time for the market to re-price and realize what’s going 

on.” Because of the defensive approach, Yale understood what their cash flows were and as CIO, 

David had developed a great relationship with their investment committee, so nobody panicked. 

Ilmanen: To sum up, most people think 70% to 80% allocation to alternatives is a rather risky 

approach. Yale has built in a lot of defensiveness that is not widely recognized. 

Ellis: There’s a lot to be careful about. Many see “be careful” as not doing things that are bold or 

courageous or creative. That’s not the right way to be careful. You should be bold, creative, and 

courageous, but disciplined and know exactly what you’re doing. 

Back to the Williams sisters: When they hit that ball hard, they know what they’re planning to do. 

They’re planning to come very close to the far corner over on the right-hand side because the 

player that they’re playing against is on the other side of the court. They don’t always get it just 

right, but they do get it right an awful lot of times. 

Ilmanen: How do you think the approach is different for institutions versus individual investors? 

Ellis: Unfortunately, many people don’t realize how much talent, self-discipline, background 

information and networking goes into doing what Yale does and how important the defense really 

is. So some wannabes play for the big win, but they don’t realize it’s really difficult and that they 

can get hurt. And that’s a real problem for both institutions and individuals. 

Ilmanen: What is the key lesson here for investors? 

Ellis: When David took the time to write his book about how to manage institutional funds 

Pioneering Portfolio Management
5
, he “gave away” the whole concept and the disciplined process. 

                                                             
5 Swensen (2009); first edition was published in 2000. 
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But you can’t just reproduce the end result. You’ve got to do all the parts: Developing a strong 

process, recruiting exceptional people, developing a strong investment committee and literally 

thousands of relationships. 

If you said, “Oh yeah, the right thing to do is alternatives. Let’s go get some hedge funds. Let’s go 

get some real estate.” But you won’t get what you thought you were going to get. Meanwhile, David 

will be out there digging in the same neighborhood, but he will find people that you wouldn’t have 

even begun to look for. 

If you look at hedge funds, you should look at all the hedge funds that get dropped and closed. 

Most only see the ones that made it and survived. Investment consultants too often drop out the 

managers that didn’t work very well from their records and add in more recent managers that 

happen to look like they’re pretty terrific. Sure, they all look like they have a record that’s better 

than the market. However, I don’t think there’s any consultant anywhere that’s come up with a 

consistent beat-the-market capability in selecting managers. 

 

DEFINED BENEFIT AND DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSION PLANS 

 

Rodney Sullivan: Let’s turn now to pensions. In your important book Falling Short
6
 you discuss 

the shift from defined benefit (DB) to defined contribution (DC), among other topics. Is this an 

inevitable trend? 

Ellis: In the corporate world, the decision has clearly been made. They’re getting out of the 

defined-benefit pension system and going to defined contribution or 401(k). You see some of that 

too in the public sector where I believe there will be more rather than less of this in the future. 

Even the military is considering changing over to a DC system. 

The DB pension system approach produced the best financial service for individuals there’s ever 

been. The corporation paid all the fees and put up all the money. If there wasn’t enough money, 

the corporation put up more. They took care of choosing the managers and the investment 

strategy and policies, and they also took care of the pension distributions. They took care of 

everything with one small exception — you did have to let them know where to send your check 

when you retired. 

The switch from DB to DC does make financial sense for corporations: they avoid a long-tail 

liability and don’t need to worry about their earnings being impacted by surprise because the 

markets fell. 

Another challenge is regulation. All governments want to regulate anything that’s big. Pension 

funds grew to be very large so our government enacted ERISA and PBGC, PPA 
7
, and other 

regulations that raise the cost of having a DB plan, which encourages corporations toward DC. 

The results of some regulations are a real shame. For example, corporations do not give advice to 

employees on how to invest their DC savings. Why? Because there are two regulatory regimes. The 

SEC is concerned about disclosure of information and the Department of Labor is concerned 

about fiduciary responsibility. The corporation’s lawyer tells the senior management: “I don’t 

                                                             
6
 Ellis-Munnell-Eschtruth (2014) 

7 Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA), Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), and Pension Protection Act (PPA). 
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“The DB pension 
system produced the 
best financial service 
for individuals there’s 
ever been. “ 

know if it will ever happen, but it could happen 20, 30, 40 years from now. You could get hit with a 

huge class action suit on behalf of all of your employees because many years ago you gave them 

some inappropriate advice. The only way to avoid that is to give no advice.” 

The result? We investors make many mistakes when we make our 

investing decisions: we tend to buy high and sell low and we go for 

the mutual funds with the best two- or three-year record. The fact 

that past performance has no predictive power never occurs to us. It 

looks like a winning proposition. We also get out of a fund that 

happens to have had two or three years of inferior results. Typically, 

when individuals or corporations hire a manager to replace a 

manager they fire, the fired manager on average outperforms the 

newly hired manager. 

Sullivan: How prepared are investors for retirement? 

Ellis: Most are not prepared. We know as individuals we are not very good at saving. Most of us 

have a terribly difficult time understanding the relationship between accumulated savings and 

cash payout. 

Today, the average participant in a 401(k) plan arrives at age 65 with just over $110,000 in savings. 

Though many mistakenly believe this is sufficient, this is simply not enough to live on 

comfortably into the future. Millions of American workers are going to be seriously hurt: being 

older and out of money. 

Sullivan: What do you suggest to change things for the better? 

Ellis: The answer is simple, though not easy. First, take advantage of Richard Thaler’s wonderful 

work in behavioral economics that calls for shifting from opt-in to opt-out decisions for plan 

participants. You can opt out if you want to, but if you don’t say anything, you are in the plan and 

will start by matching the match and then you will auto-escalate your contributions to increase 

your savings rate over time as a fraction of each raise you earn. You’ll invest in a target-date index 

fund. It may not be perfect, but it works pretty well. 

Sullivan: What about the issue of savers borrowing from their DC plans? 

Ellis: We should reduce the ease with which people can borrow money out of the plan. This is 

damaging to saving. 

Sullivan: Other ideas to support a more secure retirement? 

Ellis: Another huge difference is to defer claiming Social Security benefits. You can claim Social 

Security at any age from age 62 until age 70. If you defer and wait until age 70, the increase in your 

Social Security annuity versus claiming benefits at 62 is extraordinary: approximately 76%. So you 

get 76% more every month for the rest of your life. It’s also adjusted for inflation, so there’s no risk 

of inflation. It’s a fabulous real annuity. 

Meanwhile, if you keep working those extra eight years and keep adding to your 401(k), you also 

delay taking money out for another eight years. These eight years are also a wonderful time to do 

catch-up saving and investing. Most people find their spending needs are lower in their sixties, so 

their ability to save is higher than at any other time in their lives. Why? Because the kids have 
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“If you defer and wait 

until age 70, the 
increase in your 
Social Security 
annuity is 
approximately 76%.“ 

gone away and you’re typically still in pretty good physical shape and don’t have health problems, 

so you don’t have those costs and you can benefit from eight years of additional savings.  

The third benefit is eight more years of compounded investment returns on your savings. If you do 

the math, you can increase the size of your 401(k) by 150% or more over this time. Take the 76% 

increase in payouts from Social Security, increase the payouts you can get from your own 401(k) 

and, all of a sudden, you have enough in retirement. You’re going to be OK. This is a very big deal: 

something on the order of 20 million to 30 million people in the U.S. shifting from, “I’m in serious 

trouble” to “I’m OK.” 

Ilmanen: As lifetime annuity from DB plans has disappeared, delaying Social Security to 

maximize that wonderful real lifetime annuity is even more important now than before. 

Ellis: The idea for retiring at age 65 comes from Otto Von Bismarck in Germany in the 1890’s! We 

live so much longer than in 1895 or 1935, when Social Security first arrived. We have to rebalance 

how we think about our work years vs. our retirement years. The 

balance point that was 65 is now 70 or a bit later. 

Ilmanen: What can our profession do to move us in the right 

direction? 

Ellis: One very strong belief — the investment profession has a clear-

cut opportunity to do right by the American people. We should 

stand up and say, “This is an issue that we care a great deal about 

and we, as professional investors, want the nation to get serious 

about this and do the things that should be done.” 

We could make the 401(k) system work quite well for almost 

everybody if we get companies to follow best practices and get the employees to understand the 

benefit of working longer and investing longer. 

Sullivan: How widely available are retirement plans? 

Ellis: About half the workers in the U.S. do not have a company retirement plan. They typically 

work in a very small business, half a dozen or a dozen employees. We need to think about them 

and develop solutions. 

Ilmanen: In Falling Short, you discuss saving more and also getting more from your savings, which 

we might call investing wisely. How can investors invest more wisely? 

Ellis: My father-in-law was one of the best pilots there’s ever been. He was career Navy and a two-

star admiral. He set a world record for the most dangerous flying you could imagine: land a heavy 

fighter bomber on an aircraft carrier at sea - at night. Because of costs, pilots don’t fly as much 

today, so nobody will ever do that as much as Admiral [Fred] Koch did. 

Now, I fly all the time, too. I get to the airport an hour before flight time. I get my ticket. I go to the 

gate. When they say it’s time for boarding, I go to my assigned seat. I buckle my seatbelt. I’m polite 

to the flight attendant. And I have a perfect record just like Admiral Koch had a perfect record. But 

it’s not the same thing. 

Individuals faced with all the complexities — and natural misunderstandings — of investment 

management almost always will be better off taking the “plain vanilla” approach to investing in 
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exploit ‘smart beta’; 
likewise, I would say 
most people should 
never attempt to do 

what David Swensen 
does.“ 

target date, low cost index funds. If they don’t, the sad reality is there are lots of really clever, 

charming people who know how to skin them alive with high-fee products that sound wonderful 

but are not good for them. I believe we, as a profession, should speak out and help the general 

public on this. 

Sullivan: The key message then is to diversify and keep costs down. 

Ellis: Yes, but also keep the error cost down. As human beings, we’re really good at making 

mistakes and we need to recognize that and help people understand how to avoid mistakes. That’s 

why we take driver education — to teach us how to avoid accidents. 

Sullivan: What are your thoughts on so-called “smart beta” strategies? 

Ellis: I think it’s the best naming job that’s been done since they changed the name of death 

insurance. Death insurance, as a product, just wasn’t selling. Once they called it life insurance, it 

took off. It was a big, big success. 

Ilmanen: So, smart beta is an old idea in a new package? 

Ellis: I have no problem with those who say, “We have studied the market and believe that there 

are some particular factors that make a real difference to a portfolio like value, small caps and 

momentum. We’re working hard to figure out how we can employ these factors and we’ve got 

some really smart people working at it. We think we can actually do better.” 

However, I really don’t like smart insiders packaging something that sends a message that isn’t 

really true. And smart beta is easy to remember and it sounds great and it sounds like you get the 

best of both worlds. Hey, why not? Who wants to be dumb beta? 

It may be that momentum, value and small-cap are important factors as well as some other things. 

And you’re not looking for things with a big impact. With the right skills I believe that you can take 

something like that and find a legitimate comparative advantage. So, you’ve got to pay pretty close 

attention to execution. The expert opinion of the market-aggregate is always learning. So, insights 

don’t always continue to deliver advantage. Regression to the mean is powerful.  

Ilmanen: We call that skill craftsmanship in portfolio construction. 

Ellis: Most people or firms don’t happen to have that kind of 

expertise, though some do. 

Ilmanen: We also believe it is important to broaden the return 

sources beyond the typical portfolio that relies heavily on the equity 

risk premium. We’ve tried to identify the most powerful ideas, ones 

that you should strategically own. We don’t play the game of 

entering into a strategy after three good years and bail out after 

three bad years. For any investment, that’s a bad idea. Though we 

keep doing research and may tweak our ideas over time. 

Ellis: Yes. Keep examining while you stick with what works. Trust, 

but verify. 

Just as I would say most people shouldn’t attempt to exploit “smart 

beta”; likewise, I would say most people should never attempt to do 
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human capital.“ 

what David Swensen does. He should keep right on doing it. The Williams sisters should keep 

hitting the ball hard. Should my father-in-law land an F-4 on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier? 

Yes, he’s good at that. Anybody else? No. Don’t do it. 

Ilmanen: You also have to think about fair fees. Cliff has a saying that there is no good investment 

in the world that sufficiently high fees cannot turn into a bad investment. 

Ellis: Agreed! 

 

PRIVATE WEALTH INVESTING 

 

Sullivan: Let’s move into the world of taxable investors. A big distinction between individuals and 

endowments is, of course, taxes. 

Ellis: Yes, taxes and death. 

Sullivan: Right. Private wealth investing is typically not intended as a perpetuity. 

Ellis: Yes, and that is an important point. 

Sullivan: So, how do the realities of taxes and death play into how an individual investor should 

think about saving and retirement? 

Ellis: I’m pretty far away from most people on this. First, I believe most individual investors don’t 

appreciate the adverse tax consequences of investing. It’s another argument in favor of indexing 

because of indexing’s inherently lower turnover. It hasn’t been made clear that indexing helps on 

after-tax returns. I do a lot of indexing. 

Ilmanen: How about the other reality, death? What does it imply for investment advice? 

Ellis: Well, at 77, I am probably more concerned with that than either of you! There’s a standard 

argument that one should subtract their age from 100 to determine how much to put into equities 

and the remainder in fixed income. So, a 30-year-old should have 30% of her money in fixed-

income investing. I think that approach is almost always wrong. I also think it’s wrong for a 50-

year-old to put 50% in bonds. By the time you get to be an 80-year-old, I can understand it because 

the result softens on the emotional side and you really don’t ever want to do investing such that 

you might get scared by a negative event, panic, and make a dreadful mistake. 

Let’s go back to the 30-year-old. If a 30–year-old is looking at his or 

her investment portfolio, I believe that they’re just not looking at the 

whole picture. Their investment portfolio is relatively tiny. The 

biggest part of their whole picture is their human capital — their 

intellectual property; their ability to earn income for many years.  

Human capital is like an inflation-protected fixed income 

instrument, an almost guaranteed rising amount you earn because 

of your talent. It’s predictable. You know with decent likelihood what’s going to happen. So 

capitalize your income at 5% — multiply it by 20 — and your “fixed income” will be a huge part of 

your total wealth portfolio. 
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 A young person has many years of future earnings — making human capital, capitalized — a huge 

fraction of their total portfolio. The 30 or 50 year old who sees the whole picture realistically is way 

overweighted in “bond equivalents.” So, look at your total wealth from a broad point of view. Don’t 

penalize yourself for years and years by investing in bonds — a clearly inferior investment to 

equities, over the long run. 

Some say, “Well, because most people won’t feel comfortable with a portfolio that goes up and 

down so much, bonds will reduce portfolio volatility.” However, if you put it all together to form 

the total picture — including the capitalized value of your own intellectual capital and the value of 

your home — you won’t see that much volatility in your total portfolio. So, take a long horizon; 

only review your portfolio every few years, and all those ups and downs will smooth out. 

So, the 30% fixed income that you might have had in your financial portfolio — because that’s 

what everybody says you ought to have — is not correct if you view your total wealth broadly. 

Ilmanen: Let’s turn now to the challenging return environment currently facing investors. Low 

returns can most likely be expected going forward given the low bond yields and low dividend and 

earnings yields on equities. So, the challenge is not only one of smoothing out the wiggles over 

time, but that people will get less from their savings. What are your thoughts here? 

Ellis: Totally agree. Another problem is that we’re currently at a peak margin of profitability 

relative to sales. Be prepared for a really dull period of average long-term rates of return for 

equities. I’d rather be dull in equities than even worse in bonds. 

Ilmanen: Seems we can’t expect the sort of returns witnessed in the past. 

Ellis: Right. I happened to have had the privilege of getting to know Janet Yellen when she was a 

trustee at Yale. She is a wonderful person, able to relate to the young, recent-graduate post-doc on 

up to somebody who’s been around for half a century. I am very glad we have someone of such 

quality at the helm in the Fed. So, I believe we’re going to have a successful integration of Fed 

policy and Fed staffing plus all the economists. The Fed has accomplished a great deal for our 

national economy. But, in recent years, they have changed the markets from economically based 

markets to policy-based markets and it’s great for the economy, but not necessarily for investors, 

looking forward. 

Ilmanen: Yes, bond yields have been pushed to historic lows not only in the U.S., but globally. 

Future returns for both bonds and stocks thus appear to be more modest versus historical 

averages. 

Ellis: Yes, on average, but we could still see interesting volatility. 

 

ASSET ALLOCATION: THE EARLY YEARS 

 

Ilmanen: Your early experience from the 1960s might help us with one historical question of 

interest: When did the 60/40 stock/bond allocation model become so popular among institutional 

investors and why? 
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“Be prepared for a 
really dull period of 
average long-term 
rates of return.” 

Ellis: It’s complicated because it depends on which group you’re talking about. The insurance 

companies, for example, were always at 5% equities because of regulatory requirements. They 

were insuring pension plans, so they set a 5% equity allocation. 

Ilmanen: What about public funds? 

Ellis: Public funds were 90% to 100% fixed-income when I started in the business. A second 

contributor relates to the personal trust business, which for most 

banks was how they had learned to think about investing. Personal 

trust banks had two beneficiaries; the life-income beneficiary and 

then the remainderman beneficiary. A 60/40 mix became well 

accepted as a good way of balancing the interest between these two 

parties at interest in a personal trust account. 

JPMorgan in the early 1950s took the lead with General Motors and 

some of the other major corporations that were just starting pension 

funds and they suggested a 50/50 mix. This became the norm among the New York money center 

banks until the early- mid-1960s. They then drifted towards 60/40 partly because at that time there 

was a bull market, and partly because most actuaries were using a 5-year planning horizon in 

which 60/40 worked out to be optimal. 

If actuaries instead worked with a 10-year horizon, you would have come out with a different 

allocation, probably a 75/25 stock-bond mix. Once the actuarial numbers come out and they look 

clean and pure, most people just accept them. Once the prestigious institutions start to accept 

them, the rest fall in line. 

Ilmanen: Tell us about the early influential research on asset allocation. 

Ellis: Bob Barker, chairman of Ford Foundation’s advisory committee, issued the so-called 

“Barker Report” in the late 1960s.
8
 The committee was concerned that university and college 

endowments had too much in fixed income and all their equity investing was, in high-dividend-

paying stocks, so they commissioned a study. In short, the report suggested that trustees pursue 

long-term total return, and move away from a focus on current income from interest and 

dividends. 

Sullivan: To what degree was it the size of the assets under stewardship relative to the overall 

assets of the corporate sponsor that was behind the rise of equity allocations? 

Ellis: In the late 1950s, the assets were small enough still that pension investing didn’t attract 

much attention. By the mid-1960s, very bright people, like Henry Porter of General Mills, were 

saying, “Wait a minute. The assets in our pension fund are actually quite large and we ought to 

think about them as capital investment decisions. Let’s do the analysis.” 

About that same time, the early form of performance measurement was coming out from A.G. 

Becker. Some small investment firms run by young people were achieving substantially better 

investment returns than the big banks for their clients. And so, the money started to flow from the 

banks to these small firms, and so did the talent. These were really engaging, interesting and 

highly committed people building these little firms into midsize firms on their way to being very 

big firms. They were excited by the work and it was also a terrific business. 
                                                             
8 Advisory Committee on Endowment Management (1969) 
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The investment consulting firms, as they called themselves, starting with Frank Russell, then 

made the case that fiduciaries should pay them a fee to help with manager selection and portfolio 

construction because (they argued) they could find managers that could generate higher returns 

than the big banks. All of sudden, performance became interesting and important. 

It’s also the time of George Goodman’s (aka “Adam Smith”) wonderful book, The Money Game
9
 that 

became a best seller. “Let’s go to the investment counsel firms” became the obvious thing to do. 

You get 200 basis points or 300 basis points superior returns. You can translate that into higher 

earnings per share. We can make capital productive instead of just sitting on it. 

                                                             
9 Goodman (1968) 
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HEROES 

Antti Ilmanen and Rodney N. Sullivan of AQR talk with investment consultant and author Charles D. Ellis about 

the people who most influenced his long and celebrated career in finance. This supplements a question-and-

answer session with Dr. Ellis about how investors can confront today’s investment challenges. 

Rodney Sullivan: The investment profession has learned so much from you, for which we are very grateful. Who 

are your mentors and heroes? 

Charles Ellis: Well, it starts with Ben Graham.10 I happened to get to know Ben fairly well. He came to the 

seminars I conducted for the firm Donaldson, Lufkin and Jenrette. He was always the smartest guy in the room. 

We discussed David Swensen earlier, he is a big hero for me, as you could imagine. As is Warren Buffet who was 

mentored by none other than Ben Graham. I have had the privilege of getting to know Warren a little. I once took 

my business ethics class out to Omaha and we had a two-hour session with Warren in which anybody could ask 

any question on any topic. He always had a really thoughtful fact-based, spellbinding answer. He seemed to 

enjoy it greatly, and I can tell you the students certainly enjoyed it. 

Sullivan: Any others? 

Ellis: Jim Vertin is high on my list because he’s a man of such integrity. 

Sullivan: You must know him well given that you coauthored with him.11  

Ellis: Yes. He was one of the guys who started indexing and it took a great deal of courage because at first, 

index funds didn’t work well due to high trading commissions which really made it hard to rebalance. He figured 

out another way to do it and had intellectual courage and organizational courage because the Trust division with 

the Wells Fargo Bank was not a highly-regarded division of that banking organization back then in the early 

1970’s. Jim is a terrifically able guy. 

Sullivan: Jim Vertin, along with Wayne Wagner and Bill Fouse were the index pioneers, right? 

Ellis: Yes, and Mac McQuown, too. 

Sullivan: Given your global presence, are there some heroes outside of the U.S. that come to mind? 

Ellis: Lee Kuan Yew, who just recently passed away, is probably the most successful investor people know so 

little about. He was the first Prime Minister of Singapore, and served for over three decades. I was able to visit 

Singapore in 1961, and have watched in awe all that he has done to make Singapore one of the most beautiful 

cities in the world today. He also created great investment organizations to manage national wealth. 

Ilmanen: Yes, great professionalism there. Are there other international organizations that you would highlight 

for their expertise in asset management? 

Ellis: Yes. The New Zealand Future Fund is also very high on my list. Those guys are really good. Also, Norway 

has done some really nice things as well. 

Another is the relatively new King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) endowment. Sindo 

Oliveros, the CEO and CIO of the KAUST Investment Management Company, has done some wonderful things in 

structuring the portfolio there. For instance, their risk management system is the best I’ve found anywhere. As 

you know, risk management is not only about the things that you can quantify. It’s the feeling that you have for 

risks. 

Sullivan: I remember Peter Bernstein saying that risk management is not about quantifying things. It’s really 

about the quality of the decisions we make in the face of uncertainty. 

Ellis: Wonderful wise man. 

                                                             
10

 See, for example, Zweig and Sullivan (2010) among many others. 
11 Ellis and Vertin (1989) 

https://www.aqr.com/library/aqr-publications/words-from-the-wise-charles-ellis
https://www.aqr.com/library/aqr-publications/words-from-the-wise-charles-ellis
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THE EARLY YEARS 

Antti Ilmanen and Rodney N. Sullivan of AQR talk with investment consultant and author Charles D. Ellis about 

his long and celebrated career in finance. This supplements a question-and-answer session with Dr. Ellis about 

how investors can confront today’s investment challenges. 

Rodney Sullivan: You’ve been a thought leader in the investment community for many years; your first Financial 

Analysts Journal (FAJ) article, “Implications for Financial Analysis: The Corporate Tax Cut,” was published in 

1964. What drew you to investing, and what was the environment like at that time? 

Charles Ellis: Well, you have to recognize at that time nobody went into investment management. If you took my 

class at Harvard Business School of 650 guys, only two of us went into investment management. 

Sullivan: Were there any investment courses? 

Ellis: None. There was one very dull course that was taught by a very dull professor. In a room for 85 students, 

he would have 15. They were there because they knew you always got a decent grade. You didn’t have to do any 

work at all. He made it easy because he wanted to have enough students so he could say that he had a real 

course. 

The course, because it started at 11:30 a.m., was known widely as Darkness at Noon. That was it. That was 
investment management. 

Sullivan: What about practice? 

Ellis: The pay was low. The work was low-key, and it wasn’t considered interesting. And there was no particular 

reason for anybody to want to do it. And if you told your friends, “Oh, I’m going to go in the investment 

management business,” they said, “That’s OK. Don’t be sad.” 

Ellis: So, like most of the people who went into investment management at that time, the reason was just luck. In 

my own case, a friend of mine put me in touch with the Rockefeller Family Office. I wasn’t sure what investing 

was but thought, “Who, knows? Maybe it’s a calling.” I began working for them in 1963 and took a salary of only 

$6,000. Fortunately, my wife was going to be a teacher and she was going to get $7,000. So, between the two 

of us, we’d be OK. 

There was virtually no research being done. There were some little firms that were just getting started, folks like 

Faulkner, Dawkins; Baker Weeks; Donaldson, Lufkin, Jenrette. They were changing the whole concept of 

research. The idea being, go out and meet with the company. Ask a lot of really interesting questions. Try to 

develop a description of what’s really going on with the company. 

Sullivan: Develop an investment thesis. 

Ellis: Yes. Talk to suppliers. Talk to customers. Find out what the company really does — talk to the competitors 

and so on. Analyze all the data you could get and write a report. Not a two-page report, but 50- or 100-page 

study. That was the beginning of investment management as we now think of it. 

One other interesting thing that was fun; we had in our office the first device by which you could find out what 

the stock prices were. Everybody else had to pick up a telephone and call a broker. This was the beginning of the 

information revolution in investing. 

 

https://www.aqr.com/library/aqr-publications/words-from-the-wise-charles-ellis
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